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Key Role of Professional Evaluation

 Professional evaluation has adopted a key role for the
analysis and legitimation of policy measures.
 Evaluation has to assess measures in transparent and
objective manner.
 Helping to distinguish ‘good’ and ‘bad’ measures.
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‘Evidence-based Policy’
 ‘Evidence-based policy’ has become ubiquitous as a general
prescription for transparency, accountability and better governance.
(Davies, HTO, Nutley, SM, Smith, PC, eds., 2000, What works? Evidence-based policy and practice in public services, Bristol: Policy Press)

 ‚Evidence-based Policy-making‘ and ‘New Public Management‘ need
professional evaluation for verification and legitimation
(„Rituals of verification”).
(Power, M.,1999, The audit society. OUP Oxford)

 Professional evaluation producing quantitative evidence is high in
demand, e.g.
 Performance indicators
 Randomized control group design
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Performance: from Reputation to Excellence

Source: Paradeise, C. & Thoenig J.-C. (2013): Academic Institutions in Search of Quality: Local Orders and Global
Standards. Organization Studies. 34/2, 189-218.
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Measuring ‘Evidence’:
Critical Case of Research Performance Measurement


Impact Factor (IF) of an
academic journal is a
measure reflecting the
average number of
citations to recent articles
published in that journal.
(devised by Eugene Garfield, founder of the
Institute for Scientific Information,
starting from 1975)



h-index is based on the set of a
scientist's most cited papers and the
number of citations they have received
in other publications.
(Hirsch, J. E. (15 November 2005). "An index to quantify an individual's
scientific research output". PNAS 102 (46): 16569–16572)
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Academic Ranking of World Universities 2015
(Shanghai Ranking)
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From ‘Evidence-based Policy’ to Policy-based Evidence –
1st Issue1): Selectivity
“Policy-based evidence making might actually be the flip side of evidencebased policy. Public conflicts indicate that evidence-based policy rests on
its own mechanisms of exclusion and selectivity”.1)

Libraries, …

Rankings, …

Cheating
KPIs, …

H-index, …

1) See: Strassheim, H., Kettunen, P. (2014): When does evidence-based policy turn into policy-based evidence? Configurations, contexts and mechanisms,
Evidence & Policy 10(2) 259-277, http://dx.doi.org/10.1332/174426514X13990433991320.
Wesselink, A., Colebatch, H., Pearce, W. (2014): Evidence and policy: discourses, meanings and practices, Policy Sciences, 47, 339–344, DOI
10.1007/s11077-014-9209-2.
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From ‘Evidence-based Policy’ to Policy-based Evidence–
2nd Issue: Regulatory Science
The “political dimension of evidence-based policy becomes even more
visible in the context of regulatory science” (Strassheim & Kettunen 2014).
Regulatory science:
scientific and technical
research organizations
upon which regulations
and other policies are
based in various
industries
(e.g. Jasanoff, S.,1995, Procedural
choices in regulatory science.
Technology in society, 17(3), 279-293).

Professional
evaluation:
often a variation of
regulatory science!
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From ‘Evidence-based Policy’ to Policy-based Evidence –
3rd Issue: Transnationalisation
“The styles of public knowledge
production, the practices of
objectivation and the very foundations
of expertise and evidence vary to
a large extent between different
countries”
(Strassheim & Kettunen 2014 drawing on Jasanoff, S, 2005,
Designs on nature: Science and democracy in Europe and the
United States, Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press)

While ‘evidence’ is produced in very
different contexts (‘civic epistemologies’), research performance
indicators are being traded in
global knowledge markets, like
financial derivates
(Rip, A. (2011). Science institutions and grand challenges of society:
A scenario. Asian Research Policy, 2(1), 1-9.)
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Professional Evaluation as Agent of Policy-based Evidence
Production?
 “‘Evidence’ is unlikely to be neutral and unproblematic: its definition is
part of the policy process and depends heavily on context”
(Wesselink, A., Colebatch, H., & Pearce, W. (2014). Evidence and policy: discourses, meanings and practices. Policy Sciences, 47(4), 339)

 Professional research evaluators, constrained by institutional and
cognitive conditions and issues of evidence requests, run the risk of
becoming co-producers of policy-based evidence – a dilemma!
 Critical publics and stakeholders do sense this tension,
if not distortion!
 How trustworthy are professional research evaluators?
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Research Performance Measurement – counter-movements

 San Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment
(DORA) intends to halt the practice of correlating the
journal impact factor (originated from the December
2012 meeting of the American Society for Cell Biology).

 Critical network in NL: “Science is in need of
fundamental reform. Science has become a selfreferential system where quality is measured mostly in
bibliometric parameters and where societal relevance is
undervalued”.
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1. Quantitative evaluation should support
qualitative, expert assessment
2. Measure performance against the research
missions
3. Protect excellence in locally relevant research
4. Keep data collection and analytical processes
open, transparent and simple.
5. Allow those evaluated to verify data and
analysis.
6. Account for variation by field in publication and
citation practices.
7. Base assessment of individual researchers on
a qualitative judgement of their portfolio.
8. Base assessment of individual researchers on
a qualitative judgement of their portfolio.
9. Recognize the systemic effects of assessment
and indicators.
10. Scrutinize indicators regularly and update
them.
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(Hicks, Wouters et al., Nature, April 2015, 429pp)
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QS World University Rankings® 2015/16

QS World University Rankings:
Methodology
1. Academic reputation (40%) – Global
survey of academics’ perceptions
2. Employer reputation (10%) – Global
survey of employers’ perceptions
3. Student-to-faculty ratio (20%)
4. Citations per faculty (20%)
5. International faculty ratio (5%)

6. International student ratio (5%)
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Coping with new actors and interests
Patient associations influence research agendas and engage in
research themselves, undermining the exclusive rights of scientists

Technology Assessment, Ethical,
Legal & Social Aspects surround
ongoing science and technology
(Human Genome Project initiated this)
Knowledge
production/
universities

Outreach, public engagement –
feedback into research agendas?
(ex. interactive TA of GM crop)

Also consultancies (and NGOs)
bridging science and the economy,
science and the community
Authority over science (knowledge production) is also claimed by non-scientists (from
USA Congressmen to patients and indigenous people); counter-authority is not the answer.
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Public research and innovation policy actors’
arena – a heuristic
National
research
centers

 Organised actors: differing
interests, values, and power;
bounded rationality
 Competition for impact
and resources
 No dominant player?
 Contested policies
 Search for (some) alignment
and policy learning
- otherwise ‘exit’
 ‘Enlightenment’ through
‘Strategic Intelligence’
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Policy Learning
 Concept of bounded rationality in policy learning processes
(Jenkins-Smith, H. C., & Sabatier, P. A. (1993). The dynamics of policy-oriented learning. Policy change and learning: An advocacy coalition
approach, 41-56.)

 Providing insights in the limited but relevant impact on the quality of
decision-making for “rationalisation”-based policies Concept of single
and double loop learning
(Argyris, C./Schön, D. (1978), "Organizational Learning - A Theory of Action Perspective", Reading)

 first-order (single loop) learning helps “to keep organizational
performance within the range set by organizational norms. The norms
themselves […] remain unchanged”;
 Second-order (double loop) learning concerns “incompatible
organizational norms by setting new priorities and weightings of norms,
or by restructuring the norms themselves together with associated
strategies and assumptions” .
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Strategic intelligence and policy learning
Strategic intelligence is ...

 ... a set of sources of information - often distributed and
heterogeneous
 explorative/empirical as well as analytical (theoretical, heuristic,
methodological) tools

 well known strategic intelligence tools are evaluation studies,
performance measurement, benchmarking initiatives, foresight
exercises, or technology assessment (TA)
 employed to produce “multi-perspective” insight in the actual or
potential costs and effects of public or private policy and management,
to be 'injected' and 'digested' in political arenas
 facilitating single- and double-loop policy learning
Stefan Kuhlmann
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Transforming Research and Innovation Systems
 Increasing questions about direction research and innovation should
take


Grand Societal Challenges



anticipation of risks and taking ethical concerns into consideration



aligning research and innovation with societal demands and values

 Responsible Research and Innovation (“RRI”): a combination of
earlier concepts, e.g. CSR; Technology Assessment; Precautionary
Principle; Ethical and Legal Aspects of innovation; …
 Suggestions how to perform and govern research and innovation
responsibly include


involvement of stakeholders



encouragement of actors‘ responsiveness and forward-looking attitude
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Research evaluation as a Means of Tentative and
Responsible Governance

 Professional evaluation should be conceived as an element of a
‘tentative’ concept of governance
(Kuhlmann et al., 2016, Tentative Governance in Emerging Science and Technology—Conceptual Introduction and Overview, Research
Policy, forthcoming).

 Tentative governance is designed, practiced, exercised or evolves
as a particularly dynamic process to manage interdependencies and
contingencies in a non-finalizing way; rather prudent and preliminary
than prescriptive and persistent.
 It creates spaces of openness, probing and learning instead of
trying to limit options for actors, institutions and processes.
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 Conceived to provide orientation without normatively steering
R&I in a certain direction
 10 principles and requirements to allow for responsibilityrelated governance of R&I
 Illustrated with fictive cases depicting possible situations and
governance challenges
 Users: meso-level organisations and people with ambition to
transform R&I in a way that responsibility becomes an
institutionalised ambition
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Ensuring quality of
interaction
1. Inclusion: navigation towards responsibility will be transformative if it
respects the diversity of actors relevant to the problem in a way that
engages them directly and effectively in debate or joint activities, if they
perceive the processes of sense and decision making as legitimate,
transparent and trustworthy.
2. Moderation: organizational modes appropriate to build up trust, collect
data and organize dialogue are needed in the form of ‘fora',
institutionalized places or procedures for interaction and for ‘bridging’
different perspectives between contesting actors, after which some
alignment of goals and procedures is expected.
3. Deliberation: sense-making and decision-making among actors with
different knowledge claims and positions.

www.res-agora.eu
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Positioning & orchestrating
4. Modularity and flexibility: combining ‘hard’ and ‘soft’ regulatory
mechanisms, allowing for self-regulation and organisation, external
control and accountability structures (e.g. supervision), where flexibility of
governance arrangements should not lead to arbitrariness.

5. Subsidiarity: complementary to the self-governance some level of
hierarchical command-and-control process may be necessary in certain
circumstances, performed mainly by independent actors, capable to
oversee and enforce.
6. Adaptability: reflecting different historical development of R&I systems
and changing conditions. Such calibration requires assessing whether
governance arrangements still effectively and legitimately serve
responsibility goals.
www.res-agora.eu
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Supportive Environments
7. Capabilities: supporting reflexive individuals capable of recognizing,
anticipating, deliberating, communicating, and pursuing in a collective
manner societally desired processes and outcomes of research and
innovation activities and their evaluation (‘governance literacy’).
8. Capacities: for capabilities to unfold, they need a supportive
organisational and network infrastructure, such as access to information,
knowledge, and resources for participation.
9. Institutional entrepreneurship: leadership is needed, top-level and
continuous support, vision and strategy, lobby work and the rewarding of
institutional improvement in order to facilitate change towards
responsibilisation.

10. Culture of transparency, tolerance and rule of law: only basic
democratic principles such as rule of law and freedom of speech, would
make responsibility-related governance effective and sustained overtime.
www.res-agora.eu
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In conclusion
 Research evaluation has become a professional practice, with
(by now) clear achievements and competencies that can be
taught
(e.g. in an R&D evaluation course at University of Twente).

 Professional research evaluation should be used as a medium
for reflection and learning, across actors in policy arenas –
avoiding policy-based evidence making!
 Professional research evaluation must not get stuck in routines:
it is part of evolving systems, and has to address the challenges
that emerge: new goals in society, new actors, system-level
tensions and changes.
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